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Abstract

Options are no\M traded actively on many exchanges across the world. Especially, some

complex options such as multi-dimensional Asian options are much more widely used in

the financial market. The price of an option need to be computed to help investors

in deciding if it is worthwhile entering a particular contract. Pricing multldimensional

American-style Asian options is difficult because it involves early exercise possibilities,

multi-dimensional asset management, as well as the path-dependency issue. Meanwhile,

study of pricing multi-dimensional American-style Asian options is critical since it is

widely traded in the market place. We address this problem in the current study.

The binomial tree method is one of the traditional numerical techniques that has been

used for pricing options in the financial community. Due to the size and complexity of

the options traded these days, this method is slow. However, this method is amenable

to parallel implementation to make it faster.

In this thesis, we have developed a parallel algorithm for pricing the American-style

Asian options and improved this algorithm by introducing a mathematical transformation

to handle the interrelation of multi-dimensionality of the problem as well as reduce the

computational cost to deal with the multi-dimensionality and hence can lead to quicker

and accurate solutions.

We have tested the new algorithm on a 16 nodes distributed computing system and

compared the new algorithm with the parallel algorithm for American-style plain op-



tions. We have also provided analytical results for the computation and communication

complexities of the parallel algorithm. Option values are computed and the experimental

results show that the algorithm converges. The mathematical transformation is proved

to be essential through our experimental results. Compared with the parallel algorithm

for pricing American-style plain options, the algorithm for pricing American-style Asian

options offers a better problem for parallel computing because of its huge workload in

computations.

Keywords: Financial Derivatives; Option Pricing; Asian Options; Parallel Algo-

rithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decade, sophisticated financial instruments called derivative securities [16]

have become increasingly popular in financial markets. Futures and options are now

traded actively on many exchanges. Option pricing problem poses a serious challenge

both for mathematical modelling and algorithm design, especially in issues such as early

exercise possibilities and multi-asset derivatives. We address the problem of pricing com-

plex options with multi-assets using advanced high performance computing techniques

in this thesis.

As we all know, in the financial market, change can occur in a very short time period.

The price of all kinds of assets, such as the stock indexes, may change significantly in

such a short time. For market participants, it is necessary to have information as fast as

possibÌe so that they can respond to those changes as soon as possible. Otherwise, any

delay in information process could lead to huge losses.

Option pricing is a problem that handles a huge amount of information. Among all

kinds of options, the Asian option is one of the most representative examples of the op-

tion that are hard to price, especially the American-style Asian option with multi-assets.

This is due to the fact that pricing the American-style Asian option with multi-assets

involves early exercise possibilities, multi-dimensional asset management, as well as the

path-dependency issues. There is no simple cÌosed form solution for pricing Asian op-
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tions. Numerical approximation methods are suggested in the literature. The analytical

formulae approach cannot handle the early exercise possibilities. Simulating price path

with Monte Carlo simulation can handle the path-dependency issue, but cannot deal with

the early exercise possibilities as well as it is not efficient. Intuitive methods such as the

lattice method can handle the early exercise possibilities, the path-dependency issue and

the multidimensional problem but it has a relatively slow speed. Therefore, we adopt

the lattice method and design a parallel algorithm to make it faster.

For this thesis work, we are focusing on pricing American-style Asian option with

multi-underlying assets. The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a

parallel algorithm for pricing American-style Asian option with multi-assets. To make

the algorithm efiÊcient, a virtual tree transformation (VTT) is introduced that reflects

the dependency relationship among multi-assets. We introduce the basic terminology

used in this thesis in the following subsection.

1.1 Definition

There are several research areas in finance. Only those terms relevant to option pricing

are presented in this section.

the holder: The holder is one party

an asset at a set price.

the wri,ter: The writer is the other

fulfill the holder's decision.

in a contract who has the right to purchase/sell

party in a contract who has the obligation to

caII option: The option allows the holder to

price at or before a certain date.

put option: The option gives the holder the

a certain price at or before a certain date.

buy the underlying asset with a certain

right to sell the underlying asset with
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strike price or ererc'ise price: The pre-decided price in the contract with which the

holder will by or the writer will sell, when the option contract is executed for buy

or sell.

maturity date or ererc'ise date: The pre-decided date on which the contract will

expire.

underlyi,ng asset: The financial asset such as a stock that the option holder can

buy or sell.

o European-style opti,on: The option that can only be exercised at the maturity date.

o American-style option: The option that can be exercised at any time before the

maturity date.

o Plai,n opti,on or Vani,lla option: A normal option with standard expire date and

strike price, no special or unusual features.

o Asi'an opti,on: An option whose payoff depends on the average price of the under-

lying asset during the life of the option.

o Multi,-di,mens'ional opt'ion or Multi-asset option or Baslçet opti,on or Rai,nbow option:

The option with several underlying assets.

L.2 Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. First, we will introduce the background in Chapter 2.

Second, we will describe the related work for pricing Asian options in Chapter 3. Third,

we will present the Binomial Tlee Model in Chapter 4, which is the flnancial model

we used for this thesis work. Next, we will address the sequential algorithm in Chap-

ter 5 followed by the mathematical transformation-Virtual Tlee Tþansformation (VTT)

in Chapter 6. Then we will explain the parallel algorithm in Chapter 7 followed by the
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results with analyticaÌ results in Chapter 8.1 and the experimental results in Chapter 8.2.

Finally we will present our conclusion in Chapter 9 and the future work in Chapter 10.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we would like to introduce some background information of this thesis

work. The background information is important to help the reader to get a reasonable

understanding of this research field. First, we will introduce derivative securities in

Chapter 2.1. Second, we will present Asian options in Chapter 2.2. Third, we will address

the option pricing problem in Chapter 2.3. Finally, we will describe the Black-Scholes

model in Chapter 2.4.

2.L Derivative Securities

Derivative securities are securities whose value depend on the value of other, more ba-

sic underlying assets [28]. The underlying assets include stocks, stock indices, foreign

currencies, debt instruments, commodities, futures contracts and so on. For instance, a

stock option is a derivative security whose value is contingent on the price of a stock.

People find it advantageous to trade in a derivative security on an asset rather than

investing on the asset itself, because trading in derivative security is much better in

reducing the risk associated with the fluctuating price of the asset. For example, suppose

the current price of a certain stock is $20 for one share, and an investor feels that it will

rise. If the investor buys the stock now and the price rises to $2S in 60 days, he or she
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can at that time realize a profit of $5 for one share, so the return on his or her investment

would be 5120, or 25T0. If the stock does not rise, the investor d.oes not realize a profit

and his or her money is locked if not lost. Now, suppose that instead of buying the stock

itself, the investor buys, for $ 1, a European-style call optionl that gives him or her the

right (but not the obligation) to buy one share of the stock at $20 in 60 days. The 60¿à

day is known as the maturity date. If the stock price at the maturity date is less than

$20, the investor will choose not to exercise the option, losing only the initial investment

of $1 for one share. On the other hand, if the stock price at the maturity date rises to $2b,

the investor can exercise the option contract and buy the stock at $20 from the writer;

and immediately sell that stock at $25 in the open market. Thus, the investor can realize

a proflt of $(25-20-1) for one share. The return on the investment is now (25-20-I)lI or

400%. Derivatives securities, Derivatives, Options are all used interchangeably to refer

to the same financial product.

2.2 Asian Options

Options on stocks were first traded on an organized exchange in 1973. Since then there

has been a d¡amatic growth in options market. They are now traded in many exchanges

throughout the world.

There are two basic types of options [16]. A call opti,on gives the holder the right (but

not the obligation) to buy the underlying asset by a certain date for a certain price. A
put opti'on gives the holder the right (but not the obligation) to sell the underlying asset

by a certain date for a certain price. The price in the contract is known as the ererc,ise

price ot strtlce pri'ce; the date in the contract is known as the erpi,rat'ion d,ate or maturity

date. Arnerican-style optzons can be exercised at any time before the expiration date

(computing the earliest possible exercise date is a major problem in handling American

1A European-style call option is an option that can be exercised only on the expiration date, as
already defined in Chapter 1.1.
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options). European-style options can be exercised only on the expiration date.

A path-dependent opti,on [16] (or history-dependent option) is a kind of complex op-

tion, whose payoff depends on the path followed by the price of the underlying asset,

not just on the price on maturity date. For example, an As,ian opti,on is a kind of path-

dependent option. The payoff from an Asian option depends on the average price of the

underlying asset during the life of the option2. There are two kinds of averâ,ge values:

arithmetic and geometric. The arithmetic average price of the underlying asset is defined

as the following:
, L-|

A, : !\-,q.' LL-',
i.:o

where S¿ is the asset price at time step .L¿ where the period of the option contract is

decided into tr time steps (time step 0 to L - 1). Thus the local payoff3 for an Asian

option at any given node in level ¿ is the following, where X represent the strike price:

(2.r)

(2.2)

Payoff : Mar(A¿ - X,0) for a call

: Mar(X - A¿,0) for a put

The option value at any given node is defined later in Chapter 5.1.

Compared with the standard options, Asian options have two important advantages.

First, the averaging feature implies that Asian options can effectively reduce the effects

of extreme price movements near or at the maturity date. Thus, Asian options can be

used to avoid price manipulation. Second, Asian options are cheaper than the standard

options [27].

A' multi'-dimensional opt'ion, also called basket option or ra,inbow option, is an op-

tion with several underlying assets. For instance, the value of a stock option with two

underlying assets depends on these two different but related stocks. Multi-dimensional

option is becoming increasingly popular over the last decade. We are focusing on pricing

2Sometimes, it may be some part of the life of the option.
3local payoff means the payoff obtained if we exercise the option at this particular time step based

on the current average asset price at this node. The option value or in other words discounted value of
future payoff is presented as equation 4.3 in Chapt er 4.2
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American-style Asian options with multi-assets in this thesis.

2.3 Option Pricing Problem

The holder of an option must pay a certain price, called the "premium", to the writer

of the option. The option pricing problem is to determine a "fair" price to pay for an

option, and to decide if the contract is worthwhile to accept [28]. At the same time,

investors will have help in deciding when to exercise the option for the sake of maximal

profit or minimal risk. This problem requires information, such as the interest rate, the

volatility of the asset's price, the price of the underlying asset, the expiration date, cash

dividends etc. In addition, in many situations, the option price has to be computed in

real-time, which means, any delay in information processing could lead to a loss of profit.

Therefore, option pricing problem requires high performance computing capabilities.

2.4 The Black-Scholes Model

An option is priced, or "valued", by assuming some model of the price behavior of

the underlying asset (".g., u stock). Black and Scholes [3] introduced a continuous-time

model for option valuation. The Black-Scholes model is a very important milestone in the

financial world generally and in the options market particularly. Most of the later models

are based on this model. By assuming that the asset price to follow Brownian motion,

this method is manifested as a stochastic differential equation that the option price must

satisfy. The Black-Scholes model can be solved in closed form for simple options such

as European-style options. However, it is very difficult to solve Black-Scholes model for

closed form solutions for complex options, such as path-dependent basket options that

we are considering. Therefore, numerical techniques are needed.



Chapter 3

Related Work

The major problem in pricing Asian options is that we do not know much about the

distribution of the underlying asset's average price. That is why there is no simple and

exact closed form solutions for pricing Asian options. Approximation methods suggested

in the finance literature can be grouped into three categories: Approximation analyti-

cal formulae, Monte Carlo simulations, and the binomial tree method (lattice method).

There are other scientific computing techniques used these days for option valuation such

as finite-difference method, fast Fourier t¡ansformation etc. These are out of scope for

the current thesis work and hence r¡/e are not discussing them here.

3.1 Pricing Asian Options using the Approximation

analytical formulae

This approach intends to value the Asian Options using approximation by closed form

formulae. The geometric average Asian options can be priced exactly for the Black-

Scholes model since the geometric averages of lognormal variates are still lognormal.

Some related work in this category try to approximate the probability density func-

tion of the average asset price, in which the arithmetic average of the asset price is

assumed to follow approximately a known distribution. Turnbull and Wakeman [26] try
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to approximate the density function of the average asset price by Edgeworth series ex-

pansion and they get a closed form solution for pricing European-style geometric Asian

option. Milevsky and Posner [20] approximate the distribution of the underlying asset's

average price by the reciprocal gamma distribution, and they obtain a closed form ana-

lytic expression for the value of European-style arithmetic Asian option. Benhamous [2]

use fast Fourier transformation to approximate the payoff function at the maturity date,

and derives an efficient algorithm for European-style arithmetic Asian options, which

is flexible to be adapted to non-lognormal densities. Geman and Yor [14] derive an

analytical expression for the Laplace transform of the European-style arithmetic Asian

calls. Numerical inversion of this transform is considered by Fu, Dilip and Wang [13],

Shaw [22], Craddock, Heath and Platen [10]. Zhang [29] approximates the option value

by combining an analytical closed form with a numerical adjustment (computed by finite-

difference method) and derives a new analytical approximation formula for pricing the

European-style arithmetic Asian option, which is more efficient and accurate than work

done before.

The major problem of the approximation analytical formulae approach discussed in

these work is that the American-style Asian option's value cannot be approximated since

the approximate analytical formula cannot handle the early exercise probabilities easily.

Therefore, a numerical method is required for the American-style Asian option pricing

problem.

3-2 Pricing Asian options using the Monte carlo

Simulation

Another approach to valuing options is Monte Carlo simulation [23, a]. The Monte Carlo

simulation approach is an established numerical tool in the finance academic community

for the pricing of derivative securities. An estimated vaÌue of the derivative is found by

obtaining random sample values of the derivative and calculating their mean. Monte

10
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Carlo simulation trends to be numerically more efficient than other procedures because

the running time for a Monte Carlo simulation increases approximately linearly with

the number of variables, whereas the running time for most other procedures increases

exponentially with the number of variables. Monte Carlo simulation is an approach that

can accommodate complex payoffs. It can be used when the payoff depends on some

function of the whole path followed by a variable, not just on its value on the maturity

date, such as the Asian option.

Mascagni and Chi [19] explore the quasi-Monte Carlo approach, which use quasi-

random sequences, and it seems that the quasi-Monte Carlo approach can provide a

faster rate of convergence than Monte Carlo approach. However, the (quasi-)Monte

Carlo simulation algorithm is not efficient because even with a large number of random

samples, the accuracy of pricing is not satisfactory. Some related work have studied

this inefficiency problem. For example, Boyle, Broadie and Glasserman [b], Broadie and

Glasserman [6], Broadie, Glasserman and Kou [7], refine the random variable they use

to reduce the variance of the resulting option price whereby they improve the efficiency

through reduced number of Monte Carlo simulation.

Same as the approximation analytical formulae approach, another problem of the

Monte Carlo simulation is that it can not handle American-style options easily. Although

Longstaff and Schwartz [18] develop a least-squares Monte Carlo approach to approximate

the value of the American-style plain options by simulation, nothing has been done for

applying Monte Carlo simulation to approximate American-style Asian options since it
involves dealing with the early exercise possibility as well as the path-dependency issue.

In addition, there is no challenge for parallel algorithm design of Monte Carlo simulation,

as we know, Monte Carlo simulation gives rise to an embarrassingly parallel situation.

Therefore, a different approach is needed to price the American-style Asian options.

11
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ÐÐ
ù.e) Pricing Asian Options using the Binomial Tyee

Method

A binomial tree [9] is an intuitive, useful technique for pricing options. This technique

has been traditionally used by finance community for long time. A binomial tree is a

representation of different possible paths (up or down movements of the price over various

times) that might be followed by the stock price over the life of the option.

The Ìiterature on the use of binomial trees for pricing options is very vast. In the

rest of this section, we are focusing only on the use of this technique for pricing Asian

options. The detailed description of the binomial tree method will be given in Chapter 4.

The Asian option can be priced by the tree approach. However, the pricing algorithm

is much more complex than the plain option since the value of the Asian option is influ-

enced by the historical average price of the underlying asset. A successful approximation

is suggested by Hull and White 117]. This approximation limits the number of possible

prefix sumsl at each node to a mana,geable magnitude fr. The option values for the miss-

ing prefix sums are estimated by interpolation. The Hull-White approximation has been

analyzed and extended in later studies. For example, Barraquand and Pudet [1] apply

numerical technique structured similar to binomial tree method known as frnite-difference

to solve the option pricing problem. Another work by Roger and Shi [21] uses the finite-

difference technique to price further complicated Asian options with floating and fixed

strike price. Inspired by the ideas of Rogers and Shi, Chalasani, Jha, and Varikooty [8]

derive accurate lower and upper bounds for Asian option, using a binomial tree model.

In addition) as an alternative to binomial trees, trinomial trees have been used by Dai

and Lyuu [11] to price Asian options, as well. The big advantage of the binomial tree is

that it can be used to accurately price American-style options. This is because with the

binomial tree it's possible to check at every point in an option's life (i.e. at every step of

the binomial tree) for the possibility of early exercise. On the other hand, the limitation

12

lThe prefix sums will be defined in Chapter 4.3.
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from the binomial tree is its relatively slow speed. Therefore, the binomial tree could

be a good model to be used for American-style Asian option pricing as long as we make

some modification to increase its computational efficiency.

13



Chapter 4

Binomial Tree (BT) Method for

Asian Option Pricing

Since the binomial tree could be a good technique to be used for American-style Asian

option pricing, we will describe the binomial tree method in detail in this chapter. First,

we will introduce the non-recombining binomial tree in Chapter 4.1. Second, we will
present the binomial tree in Chapter 4.2. Next, we will address the binomial tree for

Asian options in Chapter 4.3 followed by a numerical example in Chapter 4.4. Finally,

we will describe the limitation of the binomial tree in Chapter 4.b.

4.L Non-recombining Binomial Tree

Recall that a binomial tree represents stock price movements as new edges. In a short

time interval, a stock price can either increase by a proportional amount z, or d.ecrease

by a proportional amount d. The size of u and d and their associated probabilities are

chosen so that the proportional change in the stock price has correct mean and standard

deviation in a risk-neutral worldl. Option prices are computed by starting at the end

lRisk-neutraiity means that the investment on options is assumed to yield at ìeast equivalent to the
returns from a bank investment at a fixed interest rate.

1.4
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of the tree (maturity date) and working backward. Figure 4.1 is a price movement of

an underlying asset in a non-recombining fashion. From Figure 4.I, it can be observed

Figure 4.1: The two step non-recombining binomial tree

that two step non-recombining binomial tree has four leaf nodes, which represent that
there are four possible stock prices after two time steps. In the non-recombining binomial

tree, the number of leaf nodes is increasing exponentially. On time step L, the number

of leaf nodes is 2¿. This huge number may restrict the usefulness of algorithm based on

the non-recombining binomial tree. Therefore Cox, Ross and Rubinstein popularized the

recombining binomial tree in 1g7g [g].

4.2 The Binomial Tree

The well-known Cox-Ross-Rubinstein (CRR) binomial tree model is introduced in fig-

ve 4.2. Here the fact that the tree is recombining is used, which means that in figure

4.1 we exploit the fact that S,¿ : Sdu and then get the recombining binomial tree in

figure 4.2- In the recombining binomial tree, the number of leaf nodes on time step tr

is only L + 7. In the following sections of this thesis, wherever we mention the binomial

tree, it represents the CRR binomial tree, while we will explicitly mention wherever we

Suu
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use non-recombining tree.

Mprsoo poR AsreN OprroN pRicrNc 16

Figure 4.2: The two step binomial tree

A binomial tree can be used to capture the asset price movement directly: A stock

price ,9 at the beginning of a period, can increase (by a multiplicative factor) to ^92 with
probability p or may decrease to Sd with complementary probability (f - p) after one

time interval (time step). When the asset price moves up from S to Su, the payoff from

the derivative is /, while the payoff is /¿ when the price goes down from s to ,gd. we
construct a portfolio with a long position (the state of actually owning a security or

commodity) in A share of stocks and a short position (the promise to sell a fixed amount

of goods at a fixed price in the future) in one call option then we can calculate the value

of A which makes the portfolio risk-free.

When the stock price increases to ^92, the value of the portfolio at the maturity date

of the derivative will be SuA'- f, and if the stock price decrease, the value of the portfolio

will be SdL- f¿ . The portfolio is risk-free if the value of A is chosen so that the final

value of the portfolio is the same for both of the alternative stock prices. This means

that:

SuA,-f": SdL-fd
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S(u - d)L :

A: (4.1)

In this case the portfolio is riskless and must earn the risk-free interest rate. Let r
represent the risk-free interest rate. The present value of the portfolio is (^gz4 -f,)e-"nt.
In addition, the cost of setting up the portfolio is ^94 - /. For a risk neutral portfolio,
therefore,

f"-f¿
f"-f¿

3G-õ

,94- ¡:(SuL-fu)e-,^t

Substituting from equation ( 4.1) we get

f:e-'^t(pf,+e-ùf¿)

where

(4.2)

Equation ( 4.3)

binomial tree.

and equation (

"rA.t 
_ ¿

lr-- u- d,

4.4) enable an option to be

(4 3)

(4.4)

priced using a one step

e

I

td

Figure 4.3: The one step CRR binomial tree
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4.3 Binomial TYee for Asian Options

The Asian option can be priced by the tree approach. However, the pricing algorithm is

much more complex as the value of the Asian option is influenced by the historical average

price of the underlying asset. For most nodes, there is more than one possible option

value at a node since there is more than one price paths reaching this node and most of

these price paths carry distinct historical average prices. For convenience, path prefir is

introduced as follows: A path prefi,r is defined as a partial price (So,Sr, 52,...,,Sr) that

starts at time 0 and ends at time 7. The sum of this path prefir is defined by I1:o S,,

called a prefi'r sum. For a node N illustrated in Figure 4.4, we can find a path prefix that

has the maximum prefix sum among the path prefixes that ends at N. This maximum

path prefix is denoted by the upper path (in thick lines) that ends at N. Similarly, the

path prefix that has the minimum prefix sum is denoted by the lower path (in thick lines)

that ends at N. The prefix sum range for N is defined as the range between the maximum

and the minimum prefix sums for N.

Maximum
prefix

Minimum
prefix

Figure 4.4: The maximum and minimum prefix sum
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4.4 A Numerical Example
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læcal Payoff - l2Û+22+2t, _2J /3-2L

Puture Payoff - lþcdl Pó!Þff

local Payof f

Às=cÈ P¡ice

FrÈu¡ê Pdyoff

St¡ikÈ pricÈ - S2I

Tioc
3tÈ¡: 0

Stð¡t Ti6Ë Fbturity daLc

Figure 4.5: Numerical example of a two step binomiaÌ tree for Asian Call

I'igure 4.5 is a pricing example of the Asian option on a two step binomiaÌ tree. The

whole life of the option is divided into 2 periods evenly. The start date is time step 0,

the intermediate date is time step 1, and the maturity date is time step 2. The whole

lifetime of the option is 6 months.

We set the start price is $20, the risk-free interest rate is I2To per year. The strike

price is set to $21.

Node ,4 is the current start time. Node B and C are the intermediate nodes in the
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option's lifetime and nodes D, E, F are the possible terminal nodes that the stock will

reach on the maturity date. The periods are assumed to be equal for simplicity and

the up and down movements are also assumed to be at a constant rate (of 10%) where

u : 1.7 and d : 0.9. Generally, the increase and decrease of the stock price do not

need to be equal as are assumed in this numerical example. In figure 4.5, the number in

the gray cell represents the price of the underlying asset of the corresponding node. The

number in the white cell above the grey cell denotes the local payoff at that node, which

is the payoff from the option as soon ås any intermediate node is reached. The number

in the white cell below the grey cell denotes the future payoff at that node.

For node D, Lhe option price (future payoff) calculated equals to the local payoff.

It is calculated from the average stock price of node ,4., B, D minus the strike price.

Therefore, at D, the optzon price : auerage stock price of node A,B and D- strike

price: (20+22+24.2)13-2I: $1.0666. For any terminal node this value is local payoff

as well as the option value. At nodes E, since trhe auerage stock price of the nodes on

the path((20+22+19.8)/3:20.6) 1 strike pri.ce(2l), the option value is $0. Simitarly, rhe

option values at node F and node C are $0. At node B, the local payoff can be calculated

to be 0(øueragepathpri,ce - stri,keprice : (20 + 22) I 2 - 2I : 0). Assuming a ITYo increase

and decrease (which means u:LI and d:0.9), at node B, p can be computed using

equation( 4.4) to be 0.6523 and accordingly the option value at B can be calculated as

0.6733 using equation( 4.3). After calculating the stock price and option value at nodes

B and C, option value at node ,4 is calculated as 0.4288 using equation( 4.3). In this

example, we assume that the up and down movements are equal and this assumption

can be reset in a more realistic way.

4.5 Limitation of the Binomial Tree

The big advantage of the binomial tree method is that it can be used to accurately price

American-style options. This is because with the binomial tree it is possible to check at
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every point in an option's life (i.e. at every step of the binomial tree) for the possibility

of early exercise.

On the other hand, the limitation of the binomial tree is its relatively slow speed

because of the huge workload. Also, a.s v/e know, high speed computing is required to

beat the competition in the market place and any delay in the computing may lead to

loss of money. These two reasons naturally lead us to the use of parallel computing.

Since the structure of a binomial tree lends itself to a parallel impìementation, there are

good opportunities for parallel algorithms research, see [25], for example. In the current

research, we would like to develop a parallel algorithm for the binomial tree approach to
price American-style Asian option with multi-assets.



Chapter 5

Sequential Algorithm for Pricing

Asian Options

Binomial tree method involves two major phases: (I) constructing the tree, and (II)

backtracking the tree to compute the option values. First, in this chapter, we will discuss

the sequential algorithm which presents the idea of pricing the Asian option in general.

When there are many underlying assets in a given option, many trees need to be con-

structed with appropriate dependencies on the asset they are supposed to depend on.

This is quite expensive to handle. In Chapter 6, we propose a novel way to cut the tree

construction time by developing a mathematical transformation, called Dependent Tree

transforrnat'ion or Virtual Tree Tlansformation (VTT), which will create tree for all the

underlying assets virtually. Then, we will focus on the parallel algorithm in Chapter 7

to expedite the computing process.

Recall that European-style options can be exercised only on the expiration date while

American-style options can be exercised at any time before the expiration date. The

pricing algorithm of American-style options can be designed by adding features such as

to handle the early exercise possibilities into the pricing algorithm of European-style

options. Therefore, we will explain the sequential algorithm for European-style Asian

options in Chapter 5.1 followed by the sequential algorithm for American-style Asian

22
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options in Chapter 5.2.

23

5.1 Sequential Algorithm for Pricing European-style

Multi-asset Asian Options

The goal of this pricing problem is to frnd the value of the European-style Asian option.

To compute the option value using binomial tree, first, the time interval [0, T] (the

life of the option) is divided into tr smaller intervals (time steps) evenly, each of length

Lt : T I L For instance, in Figure 4.3, when the time step is equal to 0 (representing

current time), there is only one node on this level, which is the root. When the time step

is equal to 1(At), there are two nodes on level 1 which are children of the root. Over

each sub-interval, the asset price is assumed to move up (for example, from value ,5 to

5, 1), or down (for exampÌe from 
^9 

to 
^9¿ 

2), with probabilities p and 7- p, respectively.

Two step non-recombining binomial tree has four leaf nodes, which represents that

there are four possible stock prices after two time steps (see Figure 4.1). Recall that in

the non-recombining binomial tree, the number of nodes is increasing exponentially and

at time step tr, the number of nodes is 2¿. This huge number may restrict the usefuÌness

of the algorithm based on the non-recombining binomial tree. In order to reduce the

number of leaf nodes, we make use of the fact that the tree is recombining, which means

that in Figure 4.1 we exploit the fact that ,9,¿ : Sdu and then get the recombining

binomial tree in Figure 4.2. In the recombining binomial tree, the number of leaf nodes

on time step tr is only L + I.

This algorithm will proceed in two phases, phase I and phase II. Phase I involves two

steps: (i) Spawn the binomial tree; and (ii) Compute the prefix sum of each path of the

tree3. The computation starts from the initial node (root) with the given asset price ,S¡.

1,9, is the node where the asset price is ,Sz
2^9¿ is the node where the asset price is 

^9d3This step is needed since we are pricing an Asian option, which is path-dependent.
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New nodes (called children nodes) are generated corresponding to the immediate future

dates (i.e., in one time-step). Then the asset prices are computed at these nodes by either

multiplying by "'t,," or by "d" for the price movements of the underlying asset. In step

(ii) the sum of each path is obtained consequently. Further stepping is done towards the

maturity date by repeating steps (i) and (ii) at all subsequent nodes and paths, until the

leaf nodes are reached.

During phase II, the option value is computed. This phase also has two steps:

o Step (i): computes the local payoff. The payoffis computed by the equations ( 2.1)

and ( 2.2).

o Step (ii): the algorithm computes the option vaÌues at the time step t:L- 1 using

the 1-step binomial formula given in equation ( 4.S), which is.

fr_r : ("-"o\{pf," + (1 _ ùf ¿L}

where r is the interest rate; Aú is the time step; p is the probability of up movement

of the asset price; fuL is the option value at the chiÌd nod.e corresponding to an

up movement; faL is the option value at the child node corresponding to a down

movement of the asset price. This is known as discounted ualue of possible future

payoff, and the 1"¿ form (e-'nt¡ is known as discounting factor and the 2d f.orm

@f,! + (I - p)fot) is the future payoff. For our reference, we call equation ( 4.3)

simply as future payoff.

The computation starts at the leaf nodes (t : T) where the option value (also the local

payoff) is computed using equation (2.2).Then, repeat the computation in steps (i) and

(ii) of phase II at each time step retracing the path (a backward march) to the initial

node. The value of the option computed at the initial node (that is, time:0) is the option

value of the problem under study, for European-style Asian options.
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5.2 sequential Algorithm for Pricing American-style

Multi-asset Asian Options

However, more work is required for American-style Asian options, since it involves finding

the best node for exercising the option. Besides two phases mentioned in Chapter b.1,

in order to find the best node,

o At each time step, t : L¿, the local payoff at each node 7 of time step ,t¿ denoted

as fi is calculated as ¿o"orfLn : SLn - x where Sr"n is a net price at the node j on

lever L¿ and x represents the strike price. For Asian option, sr, is Ai, .

o As soon as the option value is computed using equation 4.3, a comparison is

made between option value and the local payoff (from previous step) to find the

maximum.

If the maximum is the local payoff ¿o*tf i, at a particular node , as soon as the node

is reached, the option can be exercised without waiting for another time step.

Such comparison is repeated at each node of every level to find a global maximum.

Wherever the global maximum occurs is the nod.e where an American Asian option

can be exercised.

Both the two phases mentioned in Chapter 5.1 and four points mentioned above are

needed for pricing American-style Asian options. They need to be repeated for every

asset in a multi-dimensional option. This is computationally costly. We have devised a

transformation that accounts for all the underlying assets, without having to repeat the

construction of a tree.

25



Chapter 6

Virtual Tree Tþansformation (VTT)

One of the previous studies [24] computed the option with ten assets using binomial tree

method. The approach involves 6 steps.

1. The asset prices at each node on the binomial tree of the first asset will be generated

in the standard procedure.

2- The option price of the first asset will be computed by applying the pricing algo-

rithm as described in the previous chapter.

3. The third step is generating the binomial tree of the second underlying asset that

depends on the asset price of the corresponding node of the first tree. The depen-

dent relationship between two corresponding nodes of the two trees could be set to

follow a proportional trend. For example, asset price at each node in the second

tree is 90% of the asset price of the corresponding node of the first tree.

4. The next step is to compute the option price for the second asset.

5. Then, repeat steps 3 and 4 until all the underlying assets are represented in trees

and option values are computed.

6. Finally, obtain the value of the option with ten underlying assets by calculating the

mean value (as a simple rule) of these ten option values.

26
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In 124] ten individual binomiaì trees were constructed. separately, which is time con-

suming. Therefore, we have devised a mathematical transformation that eliminates the

tree construction time where the asset prices are computed for each node of the tree

(Phase i in the algorithm).

For example, for an option with two underlying assets, tree corresponding to the first

asset will be constructed normalÌy as described before. For the second asset a virtual

tree is created using the relation Sin : a^9j, where ,91¿ is the asset price for the second

asset at node z of time step tr, .9i is the asset price for the first asset at node i of time

step Z and a is a dependency factor, 0 < a < 1.

This is a simple and straightforward transformation. That is, the second asset as-

sumed to have a dependence on the corresponding node of the first asset. This needs

not be so in the real world. Therefore, a partial proportional dependence on each node

of time step Z could be more practical. In other words,

Si' : aSi+ pSL+ -ySf. + ... (6.1)

Where a,0,'Y etc are all between 0 and l and they are the dependency factors at various

nodes of the second tree. We can rewrite the above formula to

27

n
r,sli : \-a,.9i

"lJ
(6.2)

i=l

where r is the asset number | :1, 2, 3..., r0, a¿ are constants (0 < a < 1) and n is

the number of nodes on level ¿. With the above virtual tree transformation (VTT) in
equation 6.2 developed to capture price movement of all the a,ssets, option values for

multi-dimensional European-style Asian options can be computed. For American-style

Asian option, further complications arising from the possibility of exercising the option

earlier than the maturity date, are explained in Chapter 5.2. Pricing computation for

such complicated options in real-time becomes intensive. Parallel computing could help

in this process.



Chapter 7

Parallel Algorithm for Pricing Asian

Options

In practical option pricing applications, problem size is large. For example, a large

number of time steps lead to exponential growth of the tree. Parallel computing is

preferred especially when real-time solution is needed.

This algorithm starts from level tr (time step tr, i.e. leaf nodes). The number of

levels in the tree and the number of processors are assumed to be power of two. For a

recombining tree, the number of leaf nodes is always equal to the number of levels plus

one, which is (I+ 1). AII leaf nodes are evenÌy distributed among the processors but the

last processor receives an additional node, see Figure 7.7 for example. Initially the option

prices at the leaf nodes are calculated by finding the difference between the average prefix

sum price and strike (exercise) price, for example (At-X) for a call, which is the same as

the local payoff at these nodes. Every processor i, except the processor 0, sends the value

of its boundary node to processor (i, - 1) (Higher numbered processor sends data to the

immediate lower numbered neighbors). In a given processor, for every pair of adjacent

nodes at a certain level .L¿, the processor computes option price for the pair's parent

node, which is at level .L¿-1. The computation proceeds to the previous level ,L¿-1, and

option price computation is repeated with additional exchange of boundary node values.

28
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Eventually, the processor 0 computes the option price at the level L:0. For example, in

Figure 7.1, the tree is divided to work on 4 processors. Node ,4 is on processor P1, and

node E is on processor P0. In order to compute the option value on node B, processor

P1 has to send the local payoff value of node ,4 to processor P0 and compute the option

value of node B by equation( 4.3).

At each time step ú, this algorithm operates in two modes simultaneously: computa-

tion and communication. In the communication mode, processors send and receive data

on option values. Processor 0 only receives data from processor 1. Processor 1 through

processor (P - 2) (P is the number of processors) receive data from the processor's im-

mediate higher numbered neighbor and send data to their immediate lower numbered

neighbor. Processor (P - 1) only sends data to its immediate lower numbered neighbor.

ComputaÈion proceed6

Time steps

Figure 7.1: Parallel Algorithm
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For American-style options, because of the early exercise possibilities, there is a need

for an indexing scheme to keep track of the best option value and the corresponding

node information. For example, for every node in the binomial tree, if the option value

on one node is bigger than a certain value, this option value will be recorded as well as

the node position in this tree. Finally, aÌl the recorded option value will be compared to

each other. The maximum value will be picked as the option value and the position of

the node which gives the maximum option value will also be reported as the best node to

exercise the option. Since we are designing the parallel algorithm for this problem, the

data of whole tree is assigned to several processors and several processors are working

simultaneously. Then how to keep track of the best option value and the corresponding

node position is tricky among multi-processors. With one index on the node we will
clearly distinguish between two nodes of a given level of the tree and with another index

we will distinguish two different level of the tree. The index r defined in equation( 6.2)

will form a third index to distinguish a node of a tree corresponding to one asset from

the corresponding node of a tree of another asset. This indexing scheme can be tracked

among various processors, with a unique index for each node.

We use the C programming language together with MPI for our implementation

on a distributed memory architecture. MPi (Message Passing Interface) is a library

specification for message-passing, proposed as a standard by a broadly based commit-

tee of vendors, implementots, and users. The complete details on MPI is available at

http : / / www. lam- mp i. org.



Chapter 8

Results

In this chapter, we present some analytical results of the algorithms first followed by the

experimental results.

8.1 Analytical Results

Here, we explain the total number of computations and communications required among

various processors to compute the option value. To make the explanation easier, we use

an example binomial tree with 8 levels and 2 processors and generalize the complexity

analysis for tr levels and P processors.

8.1.1 Total Computations

First, we are interested in the total number of computations performed on each processor.

In order for comparison, we will first present the analysis of computations for plain

options, followed by that of computations for Asian options.

Computations for Plain Options (TCP): First, let us consider the total compu-

tations for the plain options. In Figure 8.1, let us consider the processor P1. Processor

P1 has five leaf nodes (at level 8). The longest path from any of the five leaf nodes ends

at level 4. The number of nodes allocated to this processor initially is LIP + 1(: 5¡.

31
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Each of these nodes have their parent nodes at level 7. One of the four nodes at level

7 are boundary nodes (node G; boundary node is one node that needs to be communi-

cating to complete the computation of option pricing done at a given level in the tree).

Note that in our algorithm, the communication is from a higher numbered processor

to a lower numbered neighboring processor. Similarly, these four nodes at level Z have

parent nodes at level 6. The three nodes at level 6 have two parent nodes at level b

and these two nodes have one parent node at level 4 (node l1), which is also a bound-

ary node local to processor P1. Note that all the nodes we have just discussed form

a triangle starting at level 4 and ends at level 8 (collected within a circle). These are

the nodes computed by processor P1 locally. The number of computation, therefore, is

1+2+ 3 +.. . + LIP: (LlP) x (LlP + I)12 on processor p1.

32
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Figure 8-1: computation of plain option with 8 levels and 2 processors
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Let us now consider ptocessor P0. The longest path from leaf nodes of this processor

ends at level 0. We use the technique of triangles discussed above to calculate the total

number of computation performed by processor P0.

We superimpose all the local nodes of processor P1 (represented as a triangle) to cover

some of the processor P0 nodes (that is, the first node (counting from the bottom) at the

level 4 in P0 can be superimposed on to the fifth node at the same level, which is in P1).

This way, we can cover most of the processor P0 except for the square area (actually

a rhombus) shaded. The number of nodes on each side of this square is equal to LIP
and hence, the total number of nodes in this square is (LlP)2. Therefore, processor P0

has (Ll P) x (Ll P + I) 12 + (Ll P)'z total nodes for computations. Therefore, the number

of total computations for plain option (TCP) for processor Pi can be obtained as the

following:

TCP : (LlP) x (Llp +r)12+ (p-, - r) x (Llp)2,0 < ¿ < (p - 1) (8.1)

For a plain option with 10 underlying assets, the total computation is 10 times of the

total computations of a option with single asset.

Computations for Asian Options (TCA): Since each processor is dealing with
the nodes on a path that reaches the node on this processor, it is difficult to give a

general formula for the number of computations on each processor. However, a careful

investigation on the computational structure of the tree reveals a simpÌe pattern with

which we can derive a generalized formula for total computation without loss of generality.

For Asian options, first of all, average value of the underlying asset need to be com-

puted. This is additional cost over the plain options. In this section we present an

analysis on the total number of average computations performed by each processor.

RecaÌl that for computing the average asset price at a node, the information of all the

nodes on the path from the root to this target node is neededl. Let us take Figure 8.2 as

an example. It can be observed that the nodes on the upper and lower price boundaries

1In our experiments, without loss of generality, we calculate the underlying asset's average price by
computing the mean from the maximum and minimum prefix sum. (refer Figure 4.4)

,f ,f
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have only one path information to compute the average value. That is, reaching the

first or last node at any given time level (nodes at any given level are counted from the

bottom) can be achieved by only one path each. The other nodes that are not on the

price boundaries have minimum of 2 paths to reach and we can use those two paths to

compute their average (also refer Figure 4.4). \Mithout loss of generality, we suppose

that all the nodes in the tree would suffice to consider 2 paths information to compute the

average value, maximum and minimum paths. A careful consideration reveals that this

hypothesis simplifies the total computation time without affecting much the computed

average values at each node. Also note that the number of boundary nodes are far less

than the number of interior nodes and hence the assumption of each node having two

paths including the boundary nodes approximates well for a large tree.

34

CompucaEiod proceeds

Figure 8.2: computation of Asian option with 8 levels and 2 processors

From Figure 8.2, v/e can find that the computation of one processor can be divided

into two parts. Let us take processor 0 in Figure 8.2 as an example. The first part is in the
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0
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Table 8.1: Computation of triangle area of P0 in Figure 8.2

Computations on each node Total computation

2+(Lo+I)

2+(Lr+l)
2*(L2+I)

z+(Ls+t)
2x2*(¿r+1)
3'02*(Lz+1)

circle area (presented as a triangle) and the second part is in the shaded area (presented as

the rhombus). Hence, the total average computation is made up of 2 parts, computation

on the triangle area (CT) and computation on the rhombus area (CR). First, we consider

part 1, the triangle area. There are 3 levels in this triangle area and the computation

information is shown in Table 8.1. Note lhat L¿ represents the number of nodes need to

be visited for the computation of the node on level i. Then the total computation of the

triangle areaon P0 is 2*(trs -tI)+2x2*(Ir+1)+Sxz*(Lr+l: I?:o Ðl!i(¡.2*(Æ+r)).
similarly, the total computation of the triangle area on P1 is !fl=* >i:it¡ *2x (k+ 1)).

Then, we can derive a general formula for the computation of the triangle area (CT) on

Processor Pi:

(È+1 P))

CT:
-i+(L/tj:r (j x2x (Æ + t)),0 < i < (P - 1) (8.2)

Second, we consider part 2, the shaded rhombus area in Figure 8.2. We still take

processor 0 in Figure 8.2 as an example. The number of nodes allocated to this processor

initially is LIP(:4) (leaves). There are 4(: LIP) nodes on each level from level 3 to

Ievel 8 in this shaded rhombus area and the computation on each node is 2 * (Lo + 1).

Therefore, the computation on level 'i is (Ll P) *2x (L¿+ 1). Then, the total computation

of this shaded rhombus for processor P0 is Di:"Q,lp) *2x (j + 1)). Similarly, the total

computation of this shade rhombus for P1 is l!:r((t lP) * 2 * (j + t)). There is one

more node on P1 (the top most one at level 8), because P1 is the last processor and

gets one extra node when distributing the leaf nodes. We skip this node, without loss of

((t+r)*Q/r)-z)t
k:i*(L/ P)
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Table 8.2: Computation for 2 processors and 8 time steps.

generalit¡ and get a general formula for the total computation on the shaded rhombus

(CR) of processor Pi:

CR:
Lt ((LlP)*2*(j + 1)),0 < ? < (p - t) (8.3)

j:((¿+t)*(L/ p)-t)

According to equations( 8.2) and (8.3), we get the total computations of Asian options

(TCA) on processor P,i as the following:

((t+t)*(L/P)-2) (È+i

36

TCA :
,-

+

L/ P))

(j +2* (k + r))

(8.4)

t
t*(L/ P)

LI

-t*(t
J:I

((LlP)x2*(7+1))
j =((.+I)*(L/ P)-1)

+ TCP,0<i<(P-1)

Now we compare the computation of Asian option with the computation of plain

option in [24] which studied the parallel algorithm of American-style plain options. We

use the same binomial tree with .[ : 8 and 2 processors. As presented in Table 8.2, the

total computation for plain options (TCP) is 26 for P0 while the total computation for

Asian options (TCA) is 388 for P0. Also, the total computation for plain options for P1

is 10 while for Asian options is 276. Therefore, we can say that the computation cost of

Asian options is larger than that of plain options by an order of magnitude.

If we compute the computations of American-styìe Asian options with 10 underlying

assets, the computations should be 10 times of the single asset Asian option.
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8.1.2 Total Communications

By communication, we mean that a single send and receive operation constitute complete

communication. Therefore, we can only compute the amount of sending or receiving in

the following and then find the total amount of communication.

Let us take an example binomial tree with 8 levels and 4 processors. Recall that at

each level of the tree, the higher numbered processor sends a data value to the immediate

lower numbered processor. Therefore, processor P0 only receives some node values from

P1. Processor P3 sends (LlP + 1) data values to processor P2; processor P2 receives

that many data values and in turn sends (Ll P + I) + (Ll P) date values to processor P1,

etc. Therefore, the total number of communication (TC) is:

.)f

P-7
rc : I(r + (Llp) * (p - i.)): (p - 1)(1 + Ll2) (8.5)

i:o

which is the same as that in [2a]. This is because when we are sending data, we use

function MPI-Pack and MPI-UnPack, which can pack all the sending data together and

unpack them after received. Therefore, as long as the size of the tree is same, the number

of the communication will not change.

If we compute the communication of American-style Asian options wiih 10 underlying

assets, the communication should be 10 times as the single asset Asian options.

8.2 Experimental Results

For the implementation, C programming language and MPI are used on a distributed

memory architecture. The algorithms were tested on one, two, four, eight, and sixteen

processors. These workstation have Pentium II processors with 350MHz of CPU speed

and 512K8 cache. The memory in these machines is 256M8. MPI (Message Passing

Interface) is a library specification for message-passing, proposed as a standard by a

broadly based committee of vendors, implementors, and users. The complete details on

MPI is available on http://www.Iam-mpi,.org. In our experiments, the pricing problem is
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Table 8.3: Input Parameters for American-style Asian Put

Start Price 5:25.0

Strike Price K:30.0

Option's life time T:1.0 (1 year)

Interest rate r:72%o

Volatility o:I2To

parameterized as shown in Table 8.3.

8.2.1_ Experimental results for Non-recombining Binomial Tbee

Method

First, we implemented the sequential algorithm for American-style Asian option on the

non-recombining tree. Figure 8.3 shows the performance results of the non-recombining

ExecuÈion time for Àmerican-style Àsian option
Non-recombining BinomiaL Tree

;
É
- 1000
oE 800

- 600
o
N 4oo)
3 zoo
xÊo

ôdónroTHÊdd
Time steps

Figure 8.3: Execution time of algorithm on non-recombining binomial tree structure

algorithm for up to 20 levels. The maximum level in Figure 8.3 is 20 because the structure

of the non-recombining tree causes a memory problem. It can be observed that the num-

ber of the leave nodes in the non-recombining tree increases exponentially. For example,

there are 2 nodes on level 1, 4 nodes on level 2, 8 nodes on level 3 and consequently 2t
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nodes on level z. This exponential increase causes a memory limitation since on level

20, there are 220 leave nodes, see l2a) for detail. That is, we cannot decrease the step

size beyond certain level without having to overcome the memory problems. To avoid

this situation, \Me consider recombining trees. Therefore, we will focus on discussing the

experimental results of the recombining aÌgorithm.

8.2.2 Experimental results for Recombining Binomial Tree Method

In this chapter, first, we will discuss the sequential experimental results of the algorithm

that employs the technique VTT. Next, we will discuss the experimental results of the

parallel algorithms on2,4,8 and 16 processors. Finally, we will present the experimental

results of the comparison between our algorithm and some similar work done previously

124]|.

Sequential Algorithm with VTT

Virtual Tlee TÌansformation (VTT) is discussed in Chapter 6 which may improve the

performance. In order to see how it works, we implemented two sequential algorithms for

American-style Asian option with 10 assets, in which one employs VTT technique while

the other does not employ the technique. The experimental result is shown in Figure 8.4.

Rming t.ime of American-style Asian
Opt.ion Algorit.hm

1
- 2s000
oE 20000
!

15000
ol
.f;:.oooo

ã sooo
ú

0

+Without
+vÍirh \¡TT

r28 256 5t2 LO242048
Time sÈep
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Figure 8.4: Execution time of sequential algorithms with and without VTT
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It can be observed that since time step 7024 the execution time of the algorithm that
employs VTT is less than the algorithm without employing VTT. The improvement is

not very obvious when the time step is less than 1024. This could be explained that the

workload is not big enough so we cannot see big improvement. However, from the trends

of these two lines, we can infer that with the increase of the time step, the algorithm

employing VTT will produce better performance than the algorithm without employing

VTT.

Parallel Algorithm with up to 10 assets

In this chapter, I¡/e are going to discuss the experimental results for parallel algorithms

with up to 10 assets employing technique VTT.

option value of Asian opt.ion with l_

assets
C))¿
rd

o
-rt
JJ
Olo

t

0
$OþC.¡<rOe
\oNLntNso

dc\ìLôOOO
rl c\ì <fl

Time steps

Figure 8.5: Option value of American-style Asian option with 10 underlying assets

Figure 8.5 is the experimental result of the potential maximum option value of the

American-style Asian option with 10 underlying assets. By potential maximum option

value, we mean the maximum option value in the whole life of the option since American-

style options have the possibilities that can be exercised at any time during the whole

life of the option. It is observed that after a time period, the option value tends to

reach a certain value, which means this algorithm converges. A theoretical treatment

of convergence of the option price computed under the binomial tree to the true option
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Running time on 2 processors
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Figure 8.6: Execution time on two processors with asset number r,2,4,r0

Rr,¡rrring tine on 4 processors
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Figure 8.7: Bxecution time on four processors with asset number r,2,4,r0

price can be found in [12].

Figures 8.6 to 8.9 are the experimental results on the execution time for various

number of processors with various asset numbers from time step 128 to 1024. We can

see from these four figures that when the number of processors is decided, the execution

time increases greatly with the increase of time steps. The execution time for 10 assets

increases much more than the execution time of smaller number of assets. This is due

to the huge increase of computation for 10 assets with the increase of time steps as

explained earlier. Figure 8.10 is the result on the execution time of various number of

assets with 1024 time steps. It is observed that with the increase in number of processors,

4I
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Rwing tiDe on 8 procæsors
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Figure 8.8: Execution time on eight processors with asset number I,2,4,I0

Rwing tine on 16 fEæessors
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Figure 8.9: Execution time on sixteen processors with asset number r,2,4,10

the execution time of options with ten assets decreases much more sharply than options

with smaller number of assets. This could be explained that for large options (that is,

options with many underlying assets) the larger problem size offers a better problem for

parallel computation.

In order to do the comparison, we also implemented the parallel algorithm for American-

style plain options with up to 10 assets. Figure 8.11 is the experimental result of the

parallel algorithm for plain options. Figure 8.12 is the execution time compared. between

American-style Asian option and American-style plain option. Fþom Figure 8.12, it can

be figured out easily that compared with the execution time of American-style Asian
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Running time on Ìeve1=I024 wiEh different
asset numbers
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Figure 8.10: Execution time on level 1024with asset number I,2,4,70

option, the execution time of American-style plain option is really less, which can be

correlated with the analytical results we derived in Chapter 8.1.

Ruming time of American-style ptain opti
with up Lo 10 assets on 16 processors
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Figure 8.11: Execution time of parallel algorithm for American-style plain option with

10 underlying assets on 16 processors

Figure 8.13 is the experimental result on the speedup for varying number of processors

with 10 underlying assets. It can be observed from Figure 8.13 that we have a very good

speedup from our experiments. For example, with 2 processors the execution time is

2235.97 seconds and with 16 processors it is 261.73 seconds. The speedup (S : ä,
where ?s is the execution time with sequential algorithm and Tp is the execution time

with parallel algorithm) is 1.8 with 2 processors and 15.38 with 16 processors at time step
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Rlmirg time of Anerican-tyl.e Asiæ optim æd
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Figure 8.12: Execution time compared between American-style Asian option & plain

option with 10 underlying assets on 16 processorc
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Figure 8.13: Speedup on level 1024 for option with 10 assets

1024. The number of communications in the parallel algorithm remained same compared

to the plain option [2a]. However, as we have explained in the analytical results section,

the computation complexity of the Asian option is much higher than the vanilla option.

This gives rise to good work load for all the processors and hence the speedup obtained

is much better than with the vanilla option. In other words, our analytical observation of

higher computation complexity of Asian option could also be explained through speedup

chart.
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8.2.3 Algorithm Performance Comparison

A previous work studied the parallel algorithm of American-style plain options [2a]. In
order to see if our coding of the parallel algorithm for the American-style Asian options

is optimized, we modified the parallel algorithm of American-style plain options in [24]
into parallel algorithm for American-style Asian options (hereafter called AP algori,thm),

and compare with our own parallel algorithm for American-style Asian options (hereafber

called AA algori,thm).

@
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1500o.! rooo
c 500aú^

U

Runing time comparison on 2 processors
1evel 1024

+AÀ algori
i+ÀÞ âl-^-ì

Figure 8.14: Execution time comparison on 2 processors at level 1024
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Figure 8.15: Execution time comparison on 4 processors at level 1024

Figure 8.14 to Figure 8.18 is the comparison of the execution time between the AA
algorithm and the AP algorithm at the level 1024. It can be observed that the Ap
algorithm performed a little bit better than AA algorithm. This could be explained
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Figure 8.16: Execution time comparison on 8 processorc at level 1024
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Figure 8.17: Execution time comparison on 16 processors at level 1024

that the AP algorithm v/a.s optimized with proper MPI constructs and hence the AA

algorithm requires some optimization, which is left as a future work.
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Chapter I

Conclusions

The Asian option is a kind of path-dependent derivatives and popularly traded in many

exchanges worldwide. How to price Asian options efficiently and accurately has been a

critical problem for both academics and practitioners alike.

This thesis addresses the Multi-dimensional American-style Asian option pricing prob-

lem with the parallel algorithm development to meet the efficiency and accuracy require-

ments. First, a mathematical transformation, Virtual Tlee TÏansformation (VTT) is

developed, which reflects the dependent relationship among multi-assets. The technique

VTT can eliminate the construction of tree, thereby improving the overall performance.

Second, by employing VTT a parallel algorithm is developed. We exploit the inherent

parallelism in the binomial lattice method and discuss the strategy we adopt in imple-

menting the algorithm in a distributed computing environment. We have presented a

detailed analysis of timing complexity of our parallel algorithm and validated it with

experimental results. We compared the computation of our algorithm for American-style

Asian options with that for American-style plain options and showed that the compu-

tation requirement of Asian options is much more than that of the plain options, which

is correlated with our analytical results in Chapter 8.1. This could explain that even

with a small number of time steps, the execution time still decreases with the increase

of number of processors, which means the computation is more predominant than the
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communication. The speedups attained algorithm

of long-dated options can be rapidly priced. Part

[15].
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Chapter 10

Rrture Wbrk

There are some future work which can make this research on Asian option pricing problem

more complete.

First, implementing the algorithm on shared memory architecture is a challenge which

may avoid the communication latency in the distributed environment. In shared memory

architecture the communication latency is less pronounced depending on the design of

the algorithm. Therefore, we can expect better performance. OpenMP could be adopted

for the shared memory implementation. In addition) a new parallel programming en-

vironment mpC also could be employed and the comparison could be made among the
performances in these different environments.

Another possible future work is about the maximum and minimum paths. Recall that
v/e suppose the average value is the mean value of the maximum and minimum paths

of every node in the binomial tree. But in fact, a more realistic situation is that the

average value comes from the mean value of all or part of all the paths which reach the

target node from the root of the tree. This will increase the computational intensity of
the problem.

Recall that in Chapter 8.2.3, we found out that our algorithm could be improved for

better performance if we make some coding optimization. Hence, optimization could be

another possible future work as well.
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